We look in detail at those effects which stow down black holes of mass ~1015 g and affect their spatial distribution today. In particular we treat effects caused by the charge fluctuations of the hole which result from quantum-mechanical processes. The dominant energyloss mechanism for the holes is the expansion of the universe, which leaves them virtually at rest at the time of galaxy formation. The resultant violent relaxation should concentrate roughly half of them in present-day galaxies and their halos. 
Introduction
Primordial black holes (pbh's) have attracted considerable attention ever since Hawking suggested that density fluctuations in the early universe should lead to their formation [1] . In a series of papers [2] [3] [4] , Cart has examined their formation and likely mass spectrum, with many interesting conclusions. Any limits we can set today on the number of pbh's gives us important information about the big bang. One class of pbh-those with masses of order 10 ~s ghave attracted particular attention lately because they should be evaporating in the modern epoch due to their quantum mechanical emission of photons, neutrinos, and massive particles (the Hawking radiation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). These are doubly interesting: not only does their radiation make them easier to observe, but observing them would confirm the Hawking radiation itself. Many authors have studied the quantum mechanical aspects of these pbh's and many others have discussed the likelihood of our observing them [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This latter group typically is forced to make some assumption about their properties today, particularly their velocity and their spatial distribution, but there does not appear to be any thorough discussion of what spatial and velocity distributions may be expected. In particular, the detailed quantum mechanical behavior of pbh's of this size-especially their spontaneous charge fluctuations and their very different capture cross sections for protons and electrons-suggest effects on their motion that do not seem to have been considered. It is our purpose in this paper to study all these effects systematically. The study reveals several interesting points; that the capture of protons may slow a pbh down more rapidly in the early universe than the expansion of the universe itself does; that the rms charge on a pbh causes it to lose energy through Coulomb scattering as efficiently as through Newtonian gravitational scattering, but that neither effect is ever important; and that a naive application of the usual derivation of the Coulomb energy loss rate to the Newtonian gravitational problem leads-wrongly but instructively-to the conclusion that the expansion of the universe accelerates the pbh. But the main result of the study is to reinforce the usual picture of pbh's: the expansion of the universe red-shifts their velocities considerably, so that by the time of galaxy formation they are essentially at rest; then the formation of galaxies causes pbh's to cluster about the galaxies. We conclude that roughly half of all pbh's are within present day galaxies (or their massive halos). In an appendix we give a more rigorous derivation than we can find elsewhere of the energy loss rate of a massive particle due to gravitational scattering from the particles of whatever medium it is passing through.
Our main interest is in pbh's of mass about 101 s g, but many of our results apply to other masses as well. We are-except in the section on galaxy formation -mainly concerned with pbh's moving in homogeneous media, although again many of our formulas apply to pbh's in the galaxy today. We assume that the universe is the "standard" Friedmann model (Weinberg [17] ); whether it is open or closed generally does not matter. We should also point out that most of the interactions of a pbh of this size with a surrounding medium do not depend on whether the medium is ionized or not; this is clear for gravitational scattering, but it is also true for its ability to capture electrons and protons, since its size (about 10 -13 cm) is much smaller than that of an atom. In those sections in which we discuss the slowing down of a pbh by its interaction with a surrounding medium, we shall concentrate on pbh's moving supersonically. Not only is this case more straightforward to treat than the subsonic one; it is also more interesting, for a pbh that is traveling subsonically by the time of galaxy formation will be far more affected by galaxy formation than one which still has a considerable velocity. We shall always assume the pbh is nonrotating.
w
Velocity'Ted-Shift"
The most obvious and, as it happens, the most important influence on the velocity of a pbh is its slowing down due to the expansion of the universe. The
